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nate, is conceived as something of a tourist
album. Its 50 color and black and white pho
tographs of random ironies from around the
world—a battered flophouse sign that reads
"Sunshine Hotel," a chain-link-caged Christ
mas tree—are tipped into a small hardbound
book, with pages left open at the end for "notes."

Scattered among the found follies are some
slightly more deliberate gestures, by the artist
and his friends: Milan Kunc is shown at a café
in Italy with a pair of wineglasses raised to his

eyes as goggles, and there is a color shot of

Roiter's own handiwork in the form of a wood

en campstool set up on a patch of grass in San
Francisco and engraved with the words, "God
made artists; the Devil made tourists." Clearly,
Roiter enjoys playing the latter's advocate.

Australian Allan Mann's Charts à? Ciphers
(Ballarat, 1994, signed and numbered edition

of 60, $A70), another kind of travel guide, is a

set of ten screenprinted images on unbound
cards presented in a 7-l/4x8-3/8-in. wooden

box. The five "charts" and five "ciphers," each

a compound of pictographic symbols, are, a
prefatory note explains, "intended to be visu
al puzzles...which have a relationship to ancient
maps of exploration, to secret ceremonial rites
of progress and acceptance, to coded messages
of discovery..."; each, in turn, maybe thought
of as having a bearing on the others. Mann, a
printmaker with a longstanding interest in the

evolution of languages, has also produced a
larger folio-format book of related material

called The Stoneposts Suite, in an edition of seven

(IA900).
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Egon Schiele. By Jane Kallir, with an
essay
by essay only a personal reminis
cence by Alessandra Comini, perhaps this coun
try's
preeminent Schiele scholar, regarding her
Published by Harry N. Abrams, Inc., New York,
1994.
192 pp. 101 illustrations. $45 early contacts with the artist's family. Comini
reflects very little upon what was at stake in
Austrian Expressionism: The Formative Years.
these early encounters. In addition, while the
By Patrick Werkner.
exhibition and its beautifully illustrated cata
Published by the Society for the Promotion of Science and
Scholarship, Palo Alto, 1993. 328 pp.logue
166 have
illus provided American audiences with

Alessandra Comini.

trations.

Blind Trust: Guides for the Uninfected, a col

Packard (self-published with support from the

MFA Photography Department of the School
of Visual Arts, designed by Flynt with Bethany

Johns, New York, 1994, $10), documents and
extends a November-January exhibition at the
Temple Gallery of Temple University, Philadel
phia. There, Flynt's imagery was presented as
7-ft.-high ink-jet print panels adhered directly
to the wall, along with cibachromes and other
color photographs; as in the book, where they

are reproduced in black and white, Packard's
texts were incorporated into the visual mater
ial. The photographs are of living men, most
ly nude, always underwater, along with classi
cal statuary, Greco-Roman wrestling diagrams,
and anatomical charts and drawings. The object,
ably achieved, was to reinvent drowning as a
metaphor, for the subject is the cost of living,
healthy, amid ceaseless death by AIDS. Packard's
writing is precise, poetic, urgent, and fresh,
and in the book it is also reprinted by itself, for

$49.50

the opportunity to become more deeply
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Recently, genius.
Jane Kallir's Egon Sc

extensive
as

laboration between Robert Flynt and Chris

1994 Schiele exhibition catalogue observes that
it is now possible "to plot a retrospective exhi
bition with a precision heretofore impossible."
Yet the catalogue, edited by Kallir, offers as its

Egon

and

Schiele.

(1979).
Kallir's satisfaction that there exists no evi
Complete Works (1990)
not only provi
dence for Schiele's
sexual "misconduct" is real
ly definitive, fully
illustrated
catalog
ly an assertion
there is no
xwitten evidence emp
né, her discussion
of that
the
works

to this effect
among the surviving memoirs,
mentary materials
heretofore
unavai
artist's statements,
interviews, and policeis no
even today Whitford's
complaint
records. What she chooses to ignore is pre
some validity.

The control over the interpretation of
Schiele's oeuvre is best observed indirectly. A
characteristic example is Kallir's repeated use
in her monograph of the unpublished memoir

by the son of Anton Peschka, Egon's sister
Gerti's husband, testimony that functions large
ly as hearsay evidence, but is used to establish
critical points in the psychological, sexual, and
professional relationships between the artist, his
sisters, mistress, wife, and models. Since the

cisely the evidence that inspires such suspi

cions: Schiele's works. How shall we regard the
early paintings and drawings of Gerti, nude, and
what are we to make of the many images of the
artist and his models masturbating or of the fact

that many of these girls had just reached puber
ty? No doubt, Kallir hoped to correct the insid

ious conception that the connections between
biography and art are in Schiele's case self-evi

dent. Whitford, for instance, quoted Serge
Sabarsky, one of Schiele's most important col
lectors and another biographer, to the effect
dalous reputed behavior (proposed by Whit
that " 'few artists need explanation less than
ford, among others), that is, an incestuous rela
Schiele...one can be overwhelmed by the stark
tionship with Gerti, it helps Kallir deny the
ness of the imagery or even shocked by it, but
existence of Schiele's "supposedly abnormal

memoir exonerates Schiele from his most scan

no explanation of a "message" is necessary, no
sex life." She argues that "there is no evidence

analysis is required-the artist has said all he

greater clarity. A helpful essay by David Deficit
er concludes the publication; "More than a few
viewers of Blind Trust will think that it does not

whatsoever" for such a conclusion.2 This denial

concern them," he calmly begins, with tact that

between his biography and his art, future Schiele
subject of transgressive sexuality, so much so that

could hardly be more chilling.

wants to say in his own clear language.' "® Given
is significant because it defends an artist whose

the choice between no and every connection
imagery was intentionally polemical on the

scholarship must inevitably explore a middle
he was forced to endure an infamous 24 days
ground, however methodologically elusive this
in jail in 1912. Charged with kidnapping and
task may be.
statutory rape (both a misunderstanding) and
with public immorality, he was convicted for the Particularly before his arrest, Schiele's art may

NANCY PRINCENTHAL

be understood to belong to a genre hereto
last offense, which pertained to his having

fore little explored in the visual arts, that is, the
reputedly shown indecent works to minors in
studio.
Nancy Princenthal is an art critic who writeshis
this
col
umn regularly for PCN.
In a more

confessional image. One must use this term
carefully, because in a wider sense, all artists who
subtle vein, the preface to the
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stood both from the vantage of the sexual atti- Albert Elsen, on the influence of Rodin's erot
tudes of fin-de-siècle Vienna and from the psy- ic drawings on Schiele's work. Elsen offers new
chological state of the artist, it is due at least in insight into Schiele's drawing practices, propos
part to the fact that most Schiele criticism has ing not only Rodin as a direct source of inspi
been cast in the monographic mode. The for- ration for Schiele's choice of subjects and corn

mat fosters the propensity to treat the artist positions but, and this is the most original
exclusively under the rubric of "genius," and aspect of his argument, also for his specific way
thus the artist's stories get told largely within a of drawing. Elsen believes that Rodin taught
self-referential envelope; the artist is sole pro- Schiele fundamental lessons in draftsmanship,
ducer of his unique vision, which in turn may encouraging a new spontaneity, a far less medi

U

be made to excuse much. "Influences" become ated form of transcribing the subject onto
the material for creative gestation, and indi- paper. On the whole a convincing argument,
vidual works are offered as illustrations to an what Elsen leaves out must still be considered,
overall developmental history of personal style His claim for Rodin's importance comes at the

and sensibility in which commercial, political, expense of other experiences that may have
L !

and even cultural circumstances appear only as equally shaped Schiele's style. I am thinking in

background material. The insular character of particular of Schiele's (controversial) debt to
this pattern perhaps explains why Schiele stud- Kokoschka's drawings dating between 1908
ies have been so little touched by work that and 1910, and to a less often recognized con
overtly critiques the cult of genius and desta- nection between Schiele's compositional man
bilizes the authorial subject. Most notably, his nerisms and the European poster movement
art has not been subject to a sustained feminist (with its debt in turn to Japanese prints). Sher

analysis. win Simmons' recent essay on Kokoschka's

The recent anthology devoted to Schiele's posters (PCN, XXIII, 161) de

Egon Schiele,
Schiele,Standing
Standing
Nude
Girl
with
Folded
Egon
Nude
Girl
with
Folded
ArmsArms
WOrk, edited by Patrick Werkner, derived pri- how important

( Gertrude Schiele), watercolor and charcoal ( 17-1 /2x 12
3/8 in.), 1910. Courtesy Galerie St. Etienne, New York.

SS-SSÏS2ÏÏ r™ PI*» posium
P«™"
» » 'MO .ym- reco„,,d„ed in .ighc of
held at Stanford University, while rarely tising culture. Finally, and pe

even hinting at a feminist analysis, does offer tantly, Elsen takes little interes

make self-portraits are to varying degrees mak- an important beginning for a reconsideration itics and the i
ing confessions. In most instances, questions of of the artist. The book also palpably demon- Rodin's drawin
personal identity (and particularly the exprès- strates the sharp differences in interpretation for example, t
sion of guilt) are overridden either by profes- still available. For example, in his contribution ings by Rodin c
sional self-presentations or aesthetic explo- to the volume Werkner takes the position that state museums,
rations or both. Works of art are generally unre- Schiele made "his most original and also most 1906. Given such
liable forms of evidence, particularly in work disquieting contribution" in his early work, tant to consider
that claims to be confessional, since what is Conversely, in an essay comparing Schiele to work would com
intended versus what might be unintentional- Arnold Schönberg, Leon Botstein, a historian in the sculptor?
ly revealed is all but impossible to establish, of fin-de-siècle Austrian society, concludes that Werkner, in t
What is different about Schiele—although not Schiele's mature and important works date Schiele in his b
unique to his work—is that he allied his self-por- from the final years of his life (a preference he recently trans
traits to a category of depictions of largely shares with Kallir). He further regards the early Expressionism: The
female nudes. Their erotic treatment was pre- work as exemplifying "a coy attitude toward context for Schie
cisely one of the principal signifying elements candor, rather than interior distress and angst jects. Werkner
in Schiele's art, isolating him from his com- (as in Kokoschka and Gerstl)." Similarly, where- contextual, an
petitors in the struggle for an audience. Schiele, as Botstein has Schiele capitalizing on the Vien- Viennese art
like his father-figure, Gustav Klimt, made truth- nese obsession with sexuality, the architectur- in both instance
telling about sex the central point in his art. al historian Peter Haiko, in an essay on obscen- work within a
Unlike Klimt, whose erotica was almost entire- ity as a problematic in the similar reception of politics in finly devoted to the depiction of women and who Schiele and modernist Viennese architecture, the child woma
never painted a self-portrait of any kind, Schiele describes the period as one "of intense sexual net benefits in pa
inserted his own identity into the sexual trans- repression" where "the charge of obscenity was work on fin-de-s

actions he depicts. Schiele was perhaps less an especially potent means of defaming works is, on the clas
explicit than other artists of his generation of art." Haiko unfortunately leaves the nature that inform S
(one thinks of the pornographic sketches of of "repression" unexamined and treats both models. Werkne
Picasso during his early Paris years) in depict- obscenity and works of art as normative, rather contemporary
ing sex acts. What he does give us are scenes of than contested, terms within the debate he hysteria and its

masturbation, his own and that of his subjects, recounts. Haiko moves on to firmer ground with Werkner wishes
In the absence of other explicitly sexual imagery, a facinating discussion of obscenity in the jour- does not allow
Schiele's autoerotic tableaux have led some to nalistic reception of Adolf Loos, but the appo- cault's fundamental i

draw conclusions about Schiele's sexual anxi- site presentation of obsession/repression in uality regarding ex
eties, presumed or real impotence, and a fun- these two analyses points to serious interpretive that most co

damental fear of women. Clearly we have to be aporias. teric, the masturbating child, the pedophilic

wary of such simple associations; Schiele schol- The remaining essays in the volume, on such inclined adult, all played against the notion of
arship needs to become more subtle and more topics as van Gogh's impact on Viennese mod- "conventional" sexuality. Hoping to preserve
historical in its treatment of the artist, and to ernism and the use of the body as metaphor, Schiele's avant-gardist credentials, Werkner
avail itself, as it heretofore has not done except are uniformly stimulating. The essays, howev- believes that the artist's ambition to tell the
in the most prosaic ways, of the new theoreti- er, that open most new ground and, for that very truth about sex, to offer, as he phrases it, more

cal work on gender and psychoanalysis. reason, leave the most questions unanswered, than "the sultry, languorous atmosphere that
If we have had to wait so long for compelling are those by the art historians—Werkner, on the characterizes works of both art and literature

analyses of Schiele's sexual anxieties, under- themes of the "child woman" and hysteria, and at this time" truly separates Schiele from his
27
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peers. He goes so far as to represent Schiele's Kubin, Arnold Schönberg, and Schiele, as well
work as a "tabooless and sometimes merciless as a chapter on fellow travelers. These essays are
exploration of eros." Yet in the same sentence, preceded by two chapters, the first on the Vien
he also recognizes that Schiele's presentation nese art world and its reception of French mod
of sexuality was often theatrical. This he duti- ernism in the glory years of the Secession, that

obvious, as in Schönberg's involvement with
Gerstl, or where the relationship had been
made problematic, as in Kokoschka's jealousy

fully attributes to the role of popular enter- is, between 1897 and 1905 (with a subsequent

book fails to realize the promise of the fram
ing chapters. Offering a convenient and very
often highly suggestive portrait of the Vien
nese world of this period, Werkner ultimately

tainments and modern dance in inspiring the discussion of the Klimt-organized Kunstschauen

artist to new modes of representation, rather of 1908 and 1909). The second chapter treats
than to any self-conscious posturing by the Secessionist aesthetics, with its cult of beauty,

artist. and then analyzes its overthrow in the "expres

over Schiele's success. Because he treats his

artists in so insular a fashion, the core of the

falls short of the task of integrating these artists
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by the extraordinary number of drawings of the The next chapter, "Affinities and Differences, '

1 Frank Whitford, Egon Schiele, New York, 1985, p. 6.

female nude—conceived not as preparatory attempts to summarize what was exceptional

2 Jane Kallir, Egon Schiele: The Complete Works, New

drawings, nor as academic drawings as such, but about Austrian Expressionism vis-à-vis its Euro
York, 1990, p. 254.
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Clearly, the more we seek to analyze "objec- Franz Kafka's deep admiration for

tively" the work of an artist like Schiele, the more work,

III of Sweden, both of whom copied part of the
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